Identification QTLs and Effective Factors on Grain Appearance Quality in Rice
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ABSTRACT

Rice (Oryza sativa L.), a staple cereal crop, feeds more than half of the world’s population. Improvement of rice yield and grain quality is the major objective of rice breeding worldwide. Grain quality primarily includes grain appearance, milling, eating and cooking and nutrition qualities. Grain appearance quality mainly includes grain shape and chalkiness. Grain shape, described by grain length (GL), grain width (GW), grain thickness (GT) and grain length to width ratio (GLWR), contributes to grain weight and yield and has a great impact on the market values of rice grain products. Grain chalkiness is an important grain quality related to starch granules in the endosperm. A high percentage of grain chalkiness is a major problem because it diminishes grain quality in rice. Grain size is a major determinant of grain weight, one of the three components (number of panicles per plant, number of grains per panicle and grain weight) of grain yield. In breeding applications, grain size is usually evaluated by grain weight, which is positively correlated with several characters including grain length, grain width and grain thickness. Grain size is also a highly important quality trait in rice. Recently, multiple naturally occurring quantitative trait loci (QTLs) regulating grain length, grain shape and grain width have been cloned and studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rice is one of the most important cereal crops worldwide, and is also the staple food of Asia. Grain size is one of the most important agronomic traits of grain yield. Grain size, which is specified by grain length, width and thickness. Several regulators of grain size have been identified in rice (Song et al., 2007; Shomura et al., 2008; Weng et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012), although the genetic and molecular mechanisms of these factors in grain size regulation are largely unknown. As the world population increases, food security largely depends on our ability to improve grain yield through crop breeding (Gupta et al., 2006). Thousand-grain weight (TGW), an important agronomic trait, is significantly associated with grain yield. This trait is primarily determined by grain width (GW), grain length (GL) and grain thickness (GT) (Dholakia et al., 2003), to which it is positively related (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006; Sun et al., 2009). Grain shape, described by grain length (GL), grain width (GW), grain thickness (GT) and grain length to width ratio (GLWR), contributes to grain weight and yield and has a great impact on the market values of rice grain products. (Unnevehr et al., 1992). Chalkiness, according to its location within the endosperm, can be divided into white belly, white core and white back in rice grain (Tan et al., 2000). Recently, multiple naturally occurring quantitative trait loci (QTLs) regulating grain size have been cloned and studied, providing insights into the molecular basis of the regulation of grain size (Shomura et al., 2008; Weng et al., 2008; Li et al., 2011; Qi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). Since rice grain length and breadth are quantitatively inherited, it is difficult for the breeders to efficiently improve grain appearance using conventional selection methods (Tan et al. 2000). It would be particularly helpful for enhancing breeding efficiency to use molecular markers closely linked to the genes or major quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for grain dimensions for selecting target
genotypes directly in the early generations of breeding cycle. Unlike other cereals, much of the rice produced in the world is cooked and consumed as whole kernel therefore grain shape and size are important quality parameters for consumer acceptance. A study was conducted by Suwannaporn and Linnemann (2008) on rice eating quality among consumers in different rice grain preference countries, which showed that rice texture, was the best discriminator. It could correctly predict consumers from non-specific grain preference, short grain preference and basmati preference at 63, 71 and 81%, respectively.

Th effect of High temperatures during grain filling on Grain appearance quality

High temperatures during grain filling often cause serious damage to the grain quality of rice (Oryza sativaL.) (Terashima et al., 2001; Lanning et al., 2011; Kondo et al., 2012), reducing the proportion of first-grade rice (Hasegawa et al. 2009) or milling quality (Lyman et al., 2013). One of the main reasons for the reduction is the decreased percentage of undamaged grains, which is due to increased proportions of chalky and unfilled grains. The occurrence of chalky grains under high temperatures is attributable mainly to the inhibition of starch accumulation (Morita, 2008; Morita and Nakano, 2011). Daily mean temperatures >26°C during the grain-filling period cause chalkiness in the grains of japonica cultivars (Morita 2008). The cumulative temperature above 26°C within 15 days after heading can be used as an index of the extent of chalky grains (Lur et al., 2009).

Grain Chalkiness

Chalkiness is a major concern in rice breeding because it is one of the key factors in determining quality and price. The chalky endosperm consists of loosely packed, round and large compound starch granules while the translucent endosperm comprises tightly packed, polyhedral and small single starch granules. The chalky grains show significantly different physicochemical, morphological, thermal, cooking and textural properties from translucent grains. Percentage of grains with chalkiness (PGWC) is one of the main indices of rice-determining appearance quality, which is easily determined. Many factors contribute to the formation of chalkiness in the rice grain. Environmentally, rice grown at the higher temperature contains more chalky grains (Yoshioka. et al., 2007).

Overe expression of L-GalLDH in rice leads to reduced grain chalkiness

Ascorbic acid (Asc) is considered an excellent water-soluble antioxidant in plants and animals. It is widely associated with photosynthetic function and stress tolerance in plants and must be obtained regularly from dietary sources by animals, which cannot synthesize it (Gallie, 2013). The importance of endogenous Asc in plants has been proposed to be its function as a cofactor for many enzymes and as a regulator of cell division and growth, as well as in signal transduction (Pignocchi and Foyer, 2003). Several studies have been performed to investigate whether the overexpression of L-GalLDH would affect the accumulation of Asc. For example, it has been reported that overexpression of L-GalLDH leads to an increase of Asc content in tobacco suspension cells (Tokunaga et al., 2005). Ascorbic acid (Asc) is a major plant antioxidant that performs many functions in plants. L-Galactono-1,4-lactone dehydrogenase (L-GalLDH, EC1.3.2.3) is an enzyme that catalyzes the final step of Asc biosynthesis in plants. (Bartoli et al., 2000). The L-GalLDH-overexpressing transgenic rice, GO-2, which has constitutively higher leaf Asc content than wild-type (WT) plants, exhibits significantly reduced grain chalkiness.

Fine mapping of grain length QTLs

Grain size and shape determine the appearance of rice and affect milling, cooking and eating qualities, and are therefore important quality traits in rice breeding programs (Luo and Lin, 1990). Redona and Mackill (1998) identified seven QTLs for grain length on chromosomes 2, 3, 4 and 7 that together explained 42% of the phenotypic variation. Xu et al. (2004) identified eight QTLs for grain length explaining 65.9% of the phenotypic variations, two of these with major effect were located on chromosomes 3 and 5. Wan et al. (2005) reported twenty two QTLs for grain dimension distributed over eight rice chromosomes. Thus, grain dimension QTLs have been identified on almost all the 12 rice chromosomes, but accurate chromosomal
locations have been determined only for a small number of major consistent QTLs.

QTLs for Grain width

GRAIN WIDTH 5 (GW5) is a major QTL for seed width on chromosome 5 (qSW5) (Wan et al., 2008; Weng et al., 2008; Shomura et al., 2008). A survey of GW5/qSW5 polymorphisms in various rice landraces has revealed that deletions in this gene may have played an important role in the selection of increased grain size from artificial and natural crossings during rice domestication (Shomura et al., 2008). The GW5/qSW5 gene encodes a nuclear protein of 144 amino acids with an arginine-rich domain. Because GW5/qSW5 physically interacts with polyubiquitin, it is likely to act as a regulator in the ubiquitin–proteasome pathway and regulates cell division of the outer glume of the rice spikelet (Wan et al., 2008; Weng et al., 2008; Shomura et al., 2008). GRAIN SIZE ON CHROMOSOME 5 (GS5) is a major QTL affecting grain width, grain filling, and grain weight (Li et al., 2011). It encodes a serine carboxy peptidase and functions as a positive regulator of grain size. Analysis of genomic DNA sequences and promoter swaps in transgenic plants reveals that nucleotide changes in three segments of the GS5 promoter seem to be responsible for the variations in grain width (Li et al., 2011). GRAIN WIDTH 8 (GW8) is a major QTL affecting grain width and grain yield from the cross between HXJ74 and Basmati385 (Wang et al., 2012), which encodes SQUAMOSA promoter binding protein-like 16, referred to OsSPL16, belonging to the protein family of SBP domain containing transcription factors. Six polymorphisms in the DNA sequence of OsSPL16 exist in the parents HXJ74 and Basmati 385. Among them, a 10-bp deletion in the promoter region has been shown to be responsible for the slender grain trait of Basmati 385 (Wang et al., 2012).

QTLs for Grain shape

Grain shape, a typical complex quantitative trait, is closely associated with grain weight and usually measured by grain length (GL), width (GW), thickness (GT) and length-to-width ratio (LWR) (Lin and Wu, 2003; Yoon et al., 2006). LWR is considered to be an important measure of rice appearance quality since people’s preferences for it are rather different in the rice-producing areas of the world (Wan et al., 2006, 2008). A total number of 24 QTLs were detected on seven different chromosomes. QTLs for GL, GW, GT and LWR explained 11.6%, 95.62%, 91.5% and 89.9% of total phenotypic variation, respectively. Based on QTL identified with relatively large phenotypic effects, some genes related to Kitagawa et al. (2010), grain shape have been isolated and cloned in rice, such as GW2 (Song et al., 2007), gw5/qSW5 (Shomura et al., 2008; Weng et al., 2008; Wan et al., 2008), G1F1/OsCIN2 (Wang et al., 2008, 2010), srs-3 (Tanabe et al., 2007), GS5 (Yu et al. 1997; Li et al. 2000, 2011), GS3 (Fan et al., 2006; Takano-Kai et al., 2009, 2011; Mao et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011), qGW8/OsSPL16 (Wang et al., 2012a, b), SG1 (Nakagawa et al., 2012), and DEP1/qPE9-1(Yan et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2009; Yi et al., 2011; Taguchi-Shiobara et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2014). Positive regulator PGL1 and PGL2 were found in the network of grain shape genes (Heang and Sassa, 2012a, b), and the relationship of four grain shape genes GS3, GW2, gw5/qSW5, and G1F1 has been studied (Yan et al., 2011). However, the gene-to-trait pathway and relationship between genes identified by different characters are largely unknown (Huang et al., 2013).
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